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Campus
University police receive
cybercop training
The
University
Police
Department hosted Cybercop
101, a week-long series of classes
on c omputer f orensic taught b y
National White Collar Crime Center
for regional members of the justice
system starting Jan. 23. Although
the class was not open to students
and f aculty, h osting t he c lass a t
the university will b ring attention
to th e university police's Cyber
Security Research Institute.
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Hypnotic performance
mesmerizes students
"I remember everything about
it n ow," freshman D ylan H anni
said. "The movie auditions,
dancing a nd s inging li ke J ustin
Bieber all across the stage, wildwest shoot out, scraping u p my
elbow c rawling o n th e g round
like I was i n the army. I t w as a
blast."
Dylan was one of the students
who participated in Paul
Ramsay's h ypnosis s how "Mind
Games," Jan. 26 at Armstrong.
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By Jeremiah Johnson
News.lnkwell@gmail.com
Armstrong's
Student
Government 'Association has
new leadership this semester
following the removal of
former SGA President Ty Slater.
Slater, who faced impeachment
proceedings due to sexual
harassment allegations, was
replaced
by former vice
president Kwame Phillips as a
result of a decision by Judicial
Affairs.
Phillips was sworn in Jan.
23 in accordance with SGA's
constitution which calls for
the vice president to succeed
the president in the case of a

vacancy.
"One thing I'm implementing
is the four E's — efficiency,
execution, effective leadership
and endurance," Phillips said.
"If we can implement the four
E's, then we can better serve the
students on campus — we want
the students to come first."
One of Phillips' first actions
as the new president was the
appointment of Dominique
Hardy as the new vice president.
Hardy's
appointment
was
approved unanimously by the
student senate. She was sworn
in Jan. 30.
"Armstrong can only ^e as
strong as SGA's weakest leader,"
Hardy said. "The focus now will

Photos by Vincent Haines

Left: Dominique Hardy was sworn in as Vice President at the Jan. 30SGA meeting.
Right: Kwame Phillips, President of the Student Govronment Association.

be on restoration, efficiency and
excellence." She also wished to
thank the student body for the
opportunity to serve.
In addition to confirming
the new executive officers, the

Professors encourage
cross-cultural studies

Photo by Sarah Britton

Forecast for Sunday, Feb. 5:
A chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 62.
Chance of precipitation is
30%. Evening mostly cloudy,
with a low around 53.
All weather information
courtesy of NOAA
Clarification
A graphic on

page 3 of the Jan. 26
issue ofThe Inkwell stated that
The Perk closes at 1 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. The Perk closes at
8 p.m. on those days.
Tanner's Sports Corner
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student senate also unanimously
supported the appointments
of Morgan Greenlee, Nancy
Moreno, Darian Blanchard,
Darrick Baker, Elijah Walden,
Haddy Gassama and Ezenwanyi

Crime Blotter

Forecast for Friday, Feb 3:
Mostly sunny, with a
high n ear 66. Evening
mostly cloudy, with a low
around 49.
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Professor of communications Elizabeth Desnoyers-Colas lectures students during her introduction to
African-American studies course located in Hawes Hall on Jan. 31.

By Maggie Stone
In 1977, Mae Jamison gra
duated
from Stanford University with
a minor in African-American
studies. She later went on to
become the first female AfricanAmerican astronaut.
Along with Jamison, there
are well over 200 prominent,
successful
African-Americans
who graduated with such a
minor, and as of 2006, Armstrong
students have had the opportunity
to join the ranks of their successors
by selecting the minor.
"These courses are creative and
fun," Lauren Mason said. "We get
a chance to read a lot of literature
and watch film that students
would not get in class otherwise."
Mason, a professor of English, is
one of several integral instructors
to the program. She teaches an
African diaspora, black women
writers and will be teaching
an introduction to AfricanAmerican studies next fall.
The program requires 18
hours of a broad range of classes
including
history,
political
science, literature, sociology,
health and even understanding
jazz. As it stands now, some of
these classes such as introduction,
to African-American studies and
African diaspora, fill quickly and
consequently will be available for
more semesters.
"My chair
David Wheeler
he's been very supportive of
African diaspora," Mason said,
"It runs constantly now. When I

was a student here, it didn't exist.
What surprises me to this day is
that it fills every semester.
"It's been a pleasant surprise."
While the program appears to
be gaining momentum, according
to the program's director, Elizabeth
Desnoyers-Colas, the minor
was narrowly voted through.
When Desnoyers-Colas arrived
at Armstrong in 2005, faculty
members were already creating
classes and rallying professors
together to form a program. Every

"People like to say that
America is a melting pot, but
I don't like that. That sounds
like everyone blends into
one, losing their own cultural
identity. I think America is
more like a mosaic."
month, the faculty members
would come together and vote
whether to pass certain classes
and programs. When the time
arrived for African-American
studies, it was a close call.
"I was really surprised to find
out how close the vote was,"
Desnoyers-Colas said. "Really,
there were a lot ofpeople that were
opposed, but we had a handful of
people that helped us bring the
program about."
'
"Some people felt that we didn't
need the program because we
already had history classes," s he
said. "So, why did we need to
have a minor? The people on the
committee at the time reminded

Chinyere Onwuzuruoha to fill
senate seats which were vacated
during fall semester.
The
newly
appointed
executives and senators will
hold office through April unless
elected by the student body to
serve a consecutive term.
One order of new business
under the new administration
is the idea to make SGA
more energy efficient and
environmentally friendly. There
are two proposals currently
in discussion designed to
more efficiently disseminate
information and reduce the
use of paper amongst SGA
members.
One
proposal
involves
purchasing 10 iPads at a cost of
$6,000 for use by the executive
officers and committee heads.
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Sodexo employees arrested,
banned from campus
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SGA swears in new officers
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Forecast for Saturday, Feb. 4:
Mostly cloudy, with a high
near 63. Chance of showers
in the evening. Cloudy, with
a low around 54. Chance of
precipitation is 30%.
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those opposed that our campus
had 20 percent African-American
students.
"One concern was whether
we would attract the number of
students that we needed to make
the program strong."
Although
Desnoyers-Colas
said the program *was off to a
rocky start with several different
directors, she said the program
has been running smoothly for
quite some time.
"Our biggest problem now is
getting students to find out about
the minor," Desnoyers-Colas said.
One such individual, Swiss
exchange-student
Angela
Ferreira,
currently
attends
Mason's black women writers
class. "We don't have many black
people in Switzerland," Ferreira
said. "I picked the class because it
was something different from the
classes I could take back home."
"Even
though
AfricanAmericans are part of the
community, many people
don't invest in wanting to get to
know their culture or their issues,"
she said,
Mason mentioned that there
are misconceptions about the
classes she teaches as part of the
program.
"Often students think these
classes are for African-American
students," Mason said. "In fact
they are very much literature
classes — no t only applicable but
interesting."
"Most people won't take classes

CULTURE | PAGE 2

University Police Department
Officer Michael Tyler met with a
student Jan. 19 at 6:47 p.m. in the
Pirate's Pantry after she noticed
her United Bank debit card was
missing. The student believed
she lost the card in University
Hall. However, through her
online checking account, she
discovered the card was used
twice in the Pirate's Pantry that
day at 3:05 p.m. and 5:35 p.m.
"The
card
was
used
improperly," said Police Chief
Wayne Willcox. "That's financial
transaction card fraud."
The first transaction was for
Playtex tampons and a 0.2 oz
bottle of Clear Eyes, totaling
$5.54, and the second consisted
of
Nacho
cheese-flavored
Doritos and TGIF's spinach
artichoke > dip, totaling $4.79.
The Pirate's Pantry staff returned
the card, which had been left
by the unknown offender at
the counter, to the student. The
manager on duty informed Tyler
that a Sodexo employee ran the
debit.
"Through investigation, we
were able to determine that
there were two employees that
had some culpability and both of
them got charged," Willcox said.
Austin Andrews and Jessica
Moyer were arrested, banned
from campus and taken to the
county jail.

because of that, we were able to
find the vehicle very quickly,"
Willcox said.
The Toyota had damage to the
driver's side rear bumper and
blue paint transfer. The owner
was notified and stated that she
had not been to her car since
around 3 p.m. There was no
vehicle parked on the driver's
side at that time.
Dispatch informed Strickland
that the witnesses found the
truck parked in the Sports Center
parking lot. There was damage to
the passenger's side of the truck.
The owner's tag and insurance
were expired. Strickland asked
the Dodge owner to accompany
him to police headquarters.
He denied being in residential
parking lot 2.
Officer Logan Woods located
the other male subject, who
admitted that they hit the
Toyota. Woods brought the male
back to headquarters to prepare
a written statement. Both
individuals were banned and
charged with leaving the scene of
a crime. The owner of the Dodge
was read his Miranda rights and
arrested.
"Ultimately, we found out that
his insurance was expired, and
he lied to us," Willcox said. "So
we arrested him."

Bookbag Stolen

On Jan. 21, a student reported
to
the
University
Police
Department that his backpack
and two books were missing
from a second-floor study room
in Lane Library. The complainant
' told police that he was studying
in the room around 2 p.m. when
he left to use the restroom. When
he returned, the student noticed
his bookbag was missing.
Officer Keith Jeffries spoke
with a desk clerk in an effort
to retrieve video surveillance
evidence but was unsuccessful
Courtesy of Chatham County Sheriff's Office at the time. As the clerk did not
know how to retrieve the tape, it
Ausitn Andrews was arrested in
the Pirate's Pantry Jan. 24 for
would need to be retrieved at a
transaction card fraud.
later date.
Hit and run
The books were rented from
On Jan. 20, Lt. Isaac Strickland collegebookcenter.com
and
was dispatched to resident lot valued at $100.
2 at 5:59 p.m. in reference to
a vehicle hit and run. Three Car keyed
students reported to police
On Jan. 22 at 2:42 p.m., Officer
headquarters, claiming to have Tony Farmer responded to a
witnessed two white males in a call from police headquarters
blue Dodge pickup truck hit a regarding a vehicle that had
parked, black Toyota Rav4.
been keyed. The complainant
"We had witnesses who gave told Farmer that she had been
very good descriptions of the downtown with her boyfriend,
vehicle that left the scene, and
CRIME| PAGE 6
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University police receive cybercop training
By Brittany Cook
Copy.Inkwell@gmail.com

Holes in the dike

The
University
Police
Department hosted Cybercop
101, a week-long series of
classes on computer forensic
taught by National White
Collar Crime Center for
regional members of the
justice system starting Jan.
23. Although , th e class was
not open to students and
faculty, hosting the class
at the university will bring
attention to the university
police's
Cyber
Security
Research Institute.
"It has some ability to bring
Armstrong to the forefront
by haying people nationwide
see that we're doing things,"
said university police Chief
Wayne Willcox. "In the class
that we just had, they're
teaching officers how to
seize a computer if you have
probable cause so that you
do it legally, "and you're not
damaging your evidence for
later use in court, and today
that's important to know."
In this series of classes,
NW3C taught officers from
Armstrong, Savannah-Metro
and the Georgia Bureau
of Investigation the basics
of a computer system and
examined exactly how a

i -and new maintains - an insecure environment that provides a
HH
„
.,. „... ,e crime. Government has largely avoided regulations to push
tech businesses to do more, and companies are reluctant to infringe on ttwir customers'privacy.
Cost is an issue as mil.

computer operates. Officers
from Florida and Tennessee
and other justice departments
around the region were also
in attendance — some as far
away as Maryland. •
"I'm not talking about how
Windows operates, but how
computers operate," Willcox
said. "They went right down
into the little bits, the zeros

and ones, how file systems are
constructed and how to look
at them."
They trained the officers to
get into computers without
changing the data or damaging
the evidence and work with
images and screenshots in order
to keep the original data intact.
Lts. Joe Peny, John Bennett
and Isaac Strickland; university

Software makers
Wrote code vulnerable
to intrusions, before
; recent ly changing their
; ways; many of the old
programs remain in use

police officers Brian Girardeau,
Richard Mitts, Keith Jefferies;
and cyber security analyst Stuart
Glasby attended the class.
"Everything's being done
through computers — everything,"
Jefferies said. "The class was hard,
but it was interesting."
"By partnering with the
National
White
Crime
Centej: folks, the Armstrong

police department got to
put a significant number of
officers in that class. We got
seven," Willcox said. "The
GBI folks in Atlanta who do
the majority of computer
forensics for the criminal
justice agency around here,
they only have six technicians.
We've got seven going through
the class."
Most "police departments
don't have the ability to
track cybercrime, and most
computer evidence is sent to
the GBI for analysis, Willcox
said. However, with so many
officers taking the cybercrime
course, Armstrong will be
able to provide cybersecurity
services to the campus and
surrounding community.
"Knoying that I can safely
email someone — especially
with confidential documents
and information — makes me
feel safer here at Armstrong,"
said first-year liberal arts
major Todd Saxon.
The series of classes will
continue in March and end
during the summer semester.
"Down the road, I'm sure
the academic department
will be looking at how this
might fit into and how we can
partner together for future
cooperative effdrts," Willcox
said.

Tanner's Sports Corner
By Scott Tanner

allow the face of the franchise
go because of money would be
suicide for the Colts.This is similar
to his drunken father moving the
franchise from Baltimore to Indy
in the '80s during the middle of the
night in Mayflower trucks.
Irsay is trying to become the
new faceof the franchise much like
Jerry Jones, which has not exactly
worked out for Dallas.
The Coltsdidn't become relevant
until Manning, and now you're
going to let him go for Andrew
Luck? Luck may work out as a
NFL quarterback, and Peyton may
be forced to retire. But to release
one of the greatest quarterbacks
the game has ever seen is simply
Manning
ludicrous.
The idea of Peyton Manning
If Manning's neck injury is
wearing a different jersey next serious and he will have to retire,
season is as close to blasphemy in then he should certainly stay on the
football as one can get.
Colt's staff. The whole controversy
He has been a role model and should have stayed in house. Two
a terrific asset for a once horrific major egos have clashed in the
team — look at what they were open, and that has tainted the
without him thisseason. There may entire organization.
never be a better representative for
If Indylosses Manning, they will
the Colts.
run the Colts back to Baltimore,
But now, Co lts owner Jim Irsay and Jeff Saturday will miss the best
is tossing around the possibility of set of hands that has ever touched
letting Manning go due to his neck his backside.
injury. Isit not about the 20 million
Alas, Karma may step in if
plus you owe him in March? Is he Peyton is released to play for
worth it? Let's look at the stats: 208 another team. Stay tuned.
consecutive starts, 11-time Pro
Bowler, Super Bowl Champion, Rock Jumps Tiger
numerous MVPs, over 54,000
Typically, when Tiger Woods
yards passing and an overall QBR has the lead heading into the final
of 94.9.
round, he wins. Simply put, he is
The fact that Irsay would the best closer in the game of golf.

The New York Giants have
had a good run. Who would
have thought they would make it
this far? No one, that's who. But
alas, t heir story will end with Eli
Manning explaining what went
wrong and someone willbe crying.
The Patriots are too methodical in
their preparation to lose again to
the Giants. Tom Brady will not
allow this one slip past him. In
fact it is rumored that someone
heard him say everyday in the
locker room "Belichick is always
right, and I will work harder"— an
"Animal Farm" reference. Takethe
Pats but not the points.

Check that, he was the best closer
in the game of golf.
Woods had a share of the lead
heading into the final round
of the Abu Dhabi HSBC Golf
Championship but could not hold
his game together for four rounds
once again.
Robert Rock jumped into the
lead Jan. 29 and won his second
European-tour event. His finalround pairing withan intimidating
red-clad Woods did not shake the
former driving-range pro as he
shot a two under 70 to win the
tournament — comparable to
the storyline of Tin Cup, but he
actually won.
Woods' third-round 66 was
reminiscent of his former self, but
his final round of 72 was not good
enough to hold off a plethora of
young guns, who probably still
have pictures of Woods hanging in
their bedrooms.
The old Woods would have
come out in that signature-red
shirt and ran away with the
tournament by hitting crazy long
drives, incredible approach shots
and the kind of putting that is only
possible on his video game.
The new Woods — well, t hat's
another story. The world rarely
gets to see those oversized teeth
and bad high fives. He continues
to battle the same swing demons
of the average amateur.
Woods finished tied for third
at the end of the day — not a bad
start for the former No. 1. Critics
will continue to bash his swing, his

Are you a graduating student in one of the following
majors??
Biology
Chemistry
Physics
Math
Computer Science
Literature in English

Don't forget to register for the Major Field Test
All graduating students of the following majors are required to take the MFT to meet their
degree requirements.

Please register on our website:1 www.armstrona.edu/testina
Test Date & Times:
February 14, 2012 at 2p.m. & 4p.m. in University Hall Room 112
Test Fee:
$45.00

Payment Deadline:
Friday, February 3, 2012

"What do you think SGA does
for Armstrong?"

'They do something for campus?
I really don't know. I'd need one of
them to come and tell me what
they've done, and then I'll believe that
they've done something."

DoyinOladimeji,
sophomore,
undeclared

"We work for the students, trying
to meet their needs, and make the
Armstrong experience better in every
possible way."

Maria Olmos,
freshman,
economics

Armchair quarterback and English major Scott Tanner is a writer and sports columnist for The Inkwell.
The information contained in his column is based on televised sporting events.
His views do not necessarily reflect those of The Inkwell editorial board.

Off the cuff

Monday,

Campus
Voices

v ,

habits and his life. It will take some
time to get used to the pressure of
tournaments, but, rest assured, he
will be back.
If W oods can stay healthy and
maintain his composure on the
golf course, he will amaze the
sports world again.Tiger willmake
his PGA Tour debut at the Pebble
Beach Pro-Am Feb. 9 through 12.
The world will be waiting.

Djokovic drops Nadal
No. 1-ranked Novak Djokovic
took five hours, 53 minutes and
five sets to defeat the secondranked Rafael Nadal at the 2012
Australian Open Championship.
This is the third straight final
Nadal has lost to Djokovic, and
Djokovic's seventh consecutive
defeat of Nadal. The final was
the longest in the history of the
Australian Open and the longest
Grand Slam final in history. .
But Djokovic had nothing but
positive responses to his rival.
"Rafa, you're one of the best
players ever, one of the most
respected playerson tour. Wemade
history tonight. Unfortunately,
there couldn't be two winners
tonight," Djokovic said during the
final ceremony. "I wish you all the
best for thisseason, and I hope that
we will have many more finals like
this."
In a show of class, Nadal
returned the favor.
"Congratulations to Novak and
his team. They deserve it. They
are doing something fantastic

CULTURE | FROM PAGE 1
if they don't think it will advance
them," Desnoyers-Colas said.
"They say 'Well, if I'm black, why
should I take African-American
studies?' A lot of my AfricanAmerican students who join the
program end up being surprised
at how much of their own history
they don't know.
"African-American history is
America's history. That's how we
look at it."
Desnoyers-Colas also pointed
out that it would be strange for
Armstrong not to have such a
program. She highlight the fact
that 75 years ago, the university
began as a retreat for white
people who did not want to
have to attend school with black
people.
"Now, as you look at the
diversity of the campus, that's

so congratulations. To start the
season here and play this fantastic
match against Novak is, I believe, a
fantastic start," Nadal said.

The win marks Djokovic's third
Australian Open and his fifth
Grand Slam title.

Azarenka drums Sharapova

"If SGA has done anything, I honestly
didn't know about it"

Victoria Azarenka takes over as
*
Austin Deray,
the world's No.1 tennis player with
senior,
her victory over Maria Sharapova
history
at the 2012 Australian Open.
Unlike the men's.final,Azarenka
took down Sharapova in one hour
and 22 minutes. Azarenka started
the final by dropping the first two
games. She rallied by winning the
next 12 of 13.
The young star was amazed and
in shock after the match.
"The best feeling, for sure,"
Azarenka said during the postmatch ceremony. "I don't know
about the game. I don't know wh
at
I was doing out there. It's just pure "I think it's focused on uniting the
joy what happened. I can't believe student body as a whole."
it's over."
Sharapova was gracious in her
NancyMoreno,
defeat.
freshman,
"She did everything better than I
chemistry
did today. I had a good first couple
of games, and that was a bout it,"
Sharapova said. "Then, she wasthe
one that was taking the first ball
and hitting it deep and aggressive.
I was always the one running
around like a rabbit — you know,
trying to play catch-up all the
time."
This is the first Grand Slam title
for the 22-year-old from Belarus.
no longer the case," D esnoyersColas said. "I think the program
heightens the diversity that we
already have."
Mason and Desnoyers-Colas
both agreed that the minor has
potential to grow bigger and
someday become a major at
Armstrong.
"What I would hope for the
future of our program would be a
multicultural African-American
studies program," Mason said.
"People like tosay that America
is a melting pot, but I don't like
that." said Desnoyers-Colas.
"That sounds like everyone
blends into one, losing their own
cultural identity. I think America
is more like a mosaic.
"To me, the African-American
studies program shows what we
contribute to the beauty of this
country^'

"I'm pretty sure they do a lot to help
the student body, a lot more than I
do."

XavierShockley,
sophomore,
law and society

"What is SGA exactly?'

ToddSaxon,
freshman,
liberal studies

Opinions and Editorials
The Inkwell

West should condone Egyptian democracy in action
Columnist Sinjin Htlaski is a junior in the English program.
His views do not necessarily reflect those of The Inkwell Editorial Board.

By Sinjin Hilaski

t

By the time this is published,
the one-year anniversary of
the Egyptian Revolution —
the second to occur in the
Arab Spring following Tunisia
— will have passed. The
movement chose Jan. '25 as
the beginning of the national
protest to coincide with the
Egyptian holiday of National
Police Day, a holiday intended
to remember Egyptian police
officials who lost their lives in
their struggle for autonomy.
Interestingly
enough,
National Police Day was a
holiday instituted two years
prior to President Mubarak's
deposition.
Either way, it is on this Jan.
25 that we are able to recollect
that within our lifetime the
Egyptian nation, chiefly led by
college youth, embarked upon
a plan of action to dismantle
a corrupt government. Within
a month of the protest they
succeeded.
It
was
a
momentous
occasion, one in which the
people and the military stood
in solidarity opposing the
structures of oppression, and
on the following Feb. 11 Vice
President Suleiman announced
the resignation of President
Hosini Mubarak. This was
followed
by
relinquishing
power to the Supreme Council
of Egyptian Armed Forces,
and this is where the political
power of the nation has stayed
for a year.
One might assume that
this revolution would usher
in
sweeping
democratic
reforms that would lead to
the restructuring of Egypt,

and tentatively, the rest of
the nations involved in the
Arab Spring. But progress has
been comparable to molasses
— making sufficient gains
albeit sluggish in the overall
transition of power from the
military to 1 elec ted political
parties.
Though to a certain degree, it
does seem appropriate that the
transition of power should take
time. The recent parliamentary
election was the first time that
some political parties, once
outlawed under Mubarak, were
allowed to openly campaign
for office. So wouldn't it make
sense to allow them sufficient
time to prepare their party
platforms prior to preaching
to the people of Egypt? The
answer is yes and no.
Some feel that the Egyptian
military is purposely delaying
the eventual transition of
power. Others feel that the time
it is taking is understandable.
The fear that seems to
permeate people's minds in
this discussion is the "what if?"
— that is to say "What if the
military refuses to relinquish
power?" and "What if the
military decides to forcefully
take a role in politics?" Well,
these are valid concerns
and reasonably foreseeable
outcomes, but it should also be
understood that the Egyptian
military has been entwined
with the nation's political
structure for sometime, so
military
involvement
in
politics is no far stretch for the
Egyptian imagination.
Though
there
is
the
possibility that the military

will, refuse to relinquish power,
I do not foresee this occurring
simply due to their role in the
populist movement. The chief
concern in the Western world
is the seizure of parliamentary
power by the Justice and
Freedom Party, an Islamic party
that has received 43.4 percent
of the votes. The Freedom and
Justice Party can readily be
considered the political wing
of the Muslim Brotherhood,
a notoriously conservative
Islamic group that once carried
out acts of terrorism against
the former reigning authorities
both colonial and domestic.
The fear in the West appears
to center around^the concern
of whether a theocratic Egypt
is good for the region and
ultimately the world.
Are the West's worries
reasonable? Absolutely. Two of
the nations within the region
that are considered theocracies
are Iran and Saudi Arabia.
The former is an infamous
fjariah state, and the latter is a
close ally, although they have
laws that restrict the rights of
women. Using only these two
examples, it would seem that
the West must either hope to
sacrifice its stance on universal
human rights or be prepared
to deal with a zealously devout
religious state. If these are but
two of the West's examples,
then is it wrong to hold a
pessimistic
perception
of
Islamic states?
Despite the party's ties to
the Muslim Brotherhood, what
else concerns the Western
world?
Here is a nation that through

peaceful mass demonstrations
deconstructed the autocracy
that ravaged them, and in its
stead' nominated democracy
as the law of the land. The
"problem" only arose when it
was evident that the Islamist
party was going to win a
majority of the parliamentary
seats. So is our hardline
support of democracy and
justice subject to our interest,
or do we support democracy
unconditionally?
If we support democracy
unconditionally then we, the
Western world, should be
willing and eager to accept the
new governing body of Egypt.
Though we may not agree on
a wide array of stances, the
fact remains that the Egyptian
people voted for the Freedom
and Justice Party. Our stance
should not be one in which
we oppose their democratic
choice, but rather embrace
it simply because they —
the parties — were chosen
through democratic methods.
To support democracy is to
respect the choice of a nation
despite our opinions about
the parties or their ideologies.
Only then can we say that
we truly support democracy
unconditionally.
If we, the West, stand against
a
nation's
democratically
chosen
political authority
because it goes against our
interest — even though it
satisfies the peoples of that
nation — th en can we truly say
that we defend democracy? Or
should we say that we defend
democracy as long as it is in
line with our stances?

moto courtesy Danielle hulls

Protesters clash with police Jan. 28, 2011, the first major Friday
of the Arab Spring protests in Egypt, near Khan el Khalili Baza ar
in Cairo.

Pulling students' stri ngs:1[1ie rising cost of brand loyal
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Jeremiah Johnson is the news editor at The Inkwell.
He can be reached at News.lnkwell@gmail.com.

By Jeremiah Johnson

1
When I was 10, I remember
begging my parents for a pair
of Reebok Pumps. I didn't play
basketball or participate in
any sports or activities which
required such a sophisticated
pair of high-tops, but somehow,
I knew if my friends could see
me squat down and use that
basketball-shaped
apparatus
embedded in the tongue of the
shoe to pump air into the soles
of my sneakers, I would be the
coolest kid in school. At a cost
of $180 in 1990 — still rather
expensive for today sprices — it is
easy to look back and understand
why my parents made me settle
on a pair of inferior L.A. Gears.
Five years later, I took a job at
a local Hardee's. After working
40 hours oyer a two-week period
at minimum wage — $4.25 per
hour at the time — I t ook home
a paycheck totaling about $150
after taxes. The Pump trend had
long past, and at this stage in my
life, I had my eyes on a pair of
Doc Martin boots. Having my
hard-earned money in hand, I
met some friends at the mall to
purchase my new shoes.
They were all planning to
attend the movies that night, and
the shoes I wished to purchase
had a price equal to the total of
my whole paycheck. I had no idea

at the time that I was receiving
my first lesson in opportunity
cost — a term I would later learn
as an economics major. The
shoes were not only going to cost
me 40-hours worth of minimum
wage labor, but the opportunity
to hang out with my friends as
well.
The idea of spending a Friday
night at home with my parents
made this dilemma an easy
decision. I bought instead a pair
of Adidas for around $40 and
had plenty of money left over to
hang out with my friends.
I now face a similar dilemma,
in the form of Mac versus
PC, as I enter the market for
a new computer. Mac's slim
design, user-friendly interface,
graphic display, battery life,
overall aesthetic qualities and
compatibility with the company's
many other ubiquitous devices
makes buying a Mac very
appealing. However, when it
comes to price, Windows-based
computers definitely have a
competitive advantage over the
Apple brand.
Apple — who was once
thought to have lost their share of
the personal-computer market —
has experienced a huge comeback
in the 21st century. Though very
successful among those in the

MCT

professional ranks, many of the
company's marketing strategies
have geared its products towards
younger consumers. As a result
MacBooks,
iPods,
iPhones

and iPads have increased in
popularity and become one of
the largest trends among collegeaged individuals.
I will not argue that Apple
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offers a superior product for
those considering careers in
graphic design, video editing,
photography or any other
discipline which might require
a student to produce large
amounts of graphic images —
in fact, what you are reading
here was laid out using a Mac.
However, the average student
conducting Internet research and
writing papers should consider if
aesthetics of a Mac are worth the
increase in price.
Two different systems with
similar
specifications
show
just how extreme the price gap
between Macs and PCs actually
are. A Macbook Pro with a13-inch
screen, four gigabytes of RAM, an
Intel i5processor and 500-gigabyte
hard drive costs $1199 at Apple,
com. A Dell Inspiron with a 15.6inch screen, six gigs of RAM, the
same Intel i5 processor and a 500gig hard drive is listed for $599 at
Dell.com.
Other arguments for Mac's
include their battery life and
its potential to outlast a PC.
Though Mac indeed has a longer
battery life than a PC, it is built
in and cannot be replaced by
the user after its 1,000-hour life
expectancy expires. Dell houses
their battery in a casing that
can be removed by the user and

replaced once it is depleted. The
fact that Macs are designed to
outlast PC's does not concern
me. I have owned the computer
that I am now upgrading for over
five years — w hich is about the
time it takes until a computer
becomes obsolete anyway.
It is not my motive to promote
any particular company in
sharing this information. Both
types of interfaces have their
legitimate purposes for individual
users. It is my intention to make
one think about whether they are
purchasing a product based on
its utility or on their need to be
trendy.
Now that I am an adult, my
opportunity costs are far different
than when I was a teenager. Six
hundred dollars now cost me
a reduction in grocery or gas
purchases. I could work extra
hours, foregoing the opportunity
to study, to pay the difference.
When I was 10 — though I
thought I needed them — I had
no practical use for high-tech
basketball shoes. As an adult,
I understand my needs are far
different than my wants. When
I get the urge to buy the latest
gadget or adopt a particular
trend, I must ask myself one
question: what is it really costing
me?

Opinions expressed by columnists, letter writers or cartoonists do
not necessarily relied the stance of The Inkwell's editorial b oard.
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Hypnotist mesmerizes Armstrong students
By Kasey Stewart

I

"I remember everything about
it now," fr eshman Dylan Hanni
said. "The movie auditions,
dancing and singing like Justin
Bieber all across the stage, wildwest s hoot out, scraping up my
elbow crawling on the ground
like I was in the army. It was a
blast."
Dylan was one of the students
who participated in Paul
Ramsay's hypn osis show "Mind
Games," Jan. 26 at Armstrong.
During die show, Ramsay
relaxed the entire audience, a
technique used to see who was
most susceptible to the hypnosis.
He later pulled volunteers on
stage.
Ramsay provided remotes
to the audience members, so
they could vote to decide the
direction of the show. He began
with a trick that made half the Left: Me mebers of the audience were floored by Paul Ramsay's hypnotic performance,jn the Savannah Ballroom Jan. 26 Right: Volunteers participate in Paul Ramsay's "Mind
audience forget their first names. Games" Jan. 26 in the Savannah Ballroom.
"I loved it here," Ramsay said. about the way t hat students are
"I forgot my first name, which fight," Amadi-Emina — aka The Committee (for the Campus hilarious. He's very interactive.
"I
hypnotize over a 1,000 people here and the sense of community
for
is really weird, because I had the Firecracker while under hypnosis Union Board, helped put the He's just a perfect fit
a
year.
I do about 80 shows at here, and it was just really cool,"
event together. He said the Armstrong."
words in my head, but I couldn't — said during the performance.
colleges
a year, and when you he said. "This was definitely
Benson-Jaja also said he's
"He made me be a wrestier, decision to bring Ramsay to
say it," freshman Gabriel Amaditravel
that
much, everyone isn't an above average show. I hope
curious about hypnotism.
Emina said, another volunteer and, apparendy, my name is Armstrong was easy.
nice.
Everyone
here tonight was they'll bring me back."
"I have not ever been
"He was personable. His show
Firecracker from now on,"
pulled onto the stage.
Ramsay's show leftthe students
so
genuinely
welcoming and
Within an hour of being under Amadi-Emina said. "I remember was very diverse. He reached a hypnotized before," he said. "I've
in
good spirits, leaving stage
enthusiastic
and
it
just
makes
my
seen
all
my
friends
get
hypnotized
the hypnosis, Amadi-Emina had bits and pieces, but I do know big variety of crowds," he said.
volunteers
recalling a surreal and
job
so
much
easier."
but
not
myself.
Maybe
next
time,
on aluchador mask, usuallyworn for sure that it felt good. It's the '"Armstrong's a very diverse
exciting
experience.
Ramsay
said
the
crowd
I'll
hop
on
stage."
in Spanish-speaking countries by best feeling — like I was relaxed. campus, diverse school, so
"I just thought it was crazy,
Ramsay,
a
professional participation at Armstrong was
professional wresders, and was I had a great time. I feel good. It's we thought he'd be perfect in
and
I would have never acted like
up
from
his
previous
shows.
hypnotist,
said
the
students
at
reaching out to Armstrong
yelling words of advice to the a good experience."
Justin Bieber if I wa s in my right
"That
was
way
more
than
Armstrong
left
an
impression
on
Ida Benson-Jaja, chair of the students and getting them
audience.
average, and it says something mind," Hanni said.
"If you get pushed over — Visual and Performing Arts involved in the show, p lus he's Ramsay as well.

Armstrong hosts annual Georgia Science Bowl
By Larissa Allen
The annual Georgia Science
Bowl, held at Armstrong Jan.
28, served as an opportunity
for high school students
from surrounding areas to
showcase their knowledge
and compete against rival
schools.
Held in different rooms of
the Science Center, four-person
student teams from Statesboro,
Frederica Academy and Appling
County high schools were asked
random questions from different
science-related categories.
"The questions can be
from
astronomy,
biology,
chemistry, geology, mathematics,
meteorology,
physics
or
energy," event organizer Donna
Mullenax said. "That is all the
students'know."
A total of 49 teams
competed to be invited to the
state competition this year.
The competition included
a total of seven rounds. Each
round was split up into eight
-minute sessions with two-

"The breaks allow the
students to breathe and calm
down," Armstrong graduate
Justin Libarger said, who
helped to regulate rounds and
keep track of scores.
Once the clock started,
"toss up" questions — which
are worth four points — w ere
asked to all participants on
both teams. Whoever was first
to answer correctly was able
to attempt to answer a bonus
question worth 10 points.
"Sometimes bonus questions
can be tough, but most of the
time they are actually easier
than toss ups," Liabarger said.
Each
school
brought
multiple teams — titled
teams one, two and three —
to participate. The schools
generally reserved "team one"
for their top students and
upperclassmen, while teams
two and three were reserved
for underclassmen getting
a feel for the competitive
atmosphere.
• T he
competitors
were
younger
this
year
in

Science Bowl
Armstrong students
of any major can help

out with the state
competition.

Photo by Vincent Haines

Faculty from the College of Science and Technology hosted the annual Georgia Science Bowl Jan. 28.

but they were treated equally
to
their
upperclassmen
teammates.
After many higher-level
high school to collegiate-level
science questions, Statesboro's
"team one" won first place and
was awarded a plaque.
The team will received
an invitation to the state

competition which will also
be held at Armstrong Feb. 25.
The winner of the state
competition will move on to
the national championship.
This year, the Science Bowl
gained support from Siemens,
a multifaceted company that
works on air systems and
science
instrumentation,

thanks to Gail Roundtree and
Robert Gregerson, interim
dean of the College of Science
and Technology.
"They are providing funds
for the promotion, awarding
of prizes and all costs for
this
year's
competition,"
Gregerson said.

Wired: Powering down rumors
By Kyle Dobson
mm
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Armstrong will have
the state competition
Feb. 25.

]

Wired is a column by video game enthusiast Kyle Dobson, a senior majoring in English
at Armstrong. His views do not necessarily reflect those of the editorial board.
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IThe rumor pot is cooking in
the world of gaming. Gaming
websites and blogs have been
sizzling with chatter about a
Playstation 4 system as well as
a new Xbox console, cleverly
dubbed "Xbox 720."
Spokesmen and developers
at Sony have successfully kept a
lid on their hot new plans, but
media-giant Microsoft, on the
other hand, is setting the rumor
kitchen on fire.
Adding to the flames, keen
moviegoers observed a banner
ad for the Xbox 720 in the
recently released movie "Real
Steel."
Subsequently, reports and
rumors regarding a new
Xbox flooded in all ,of last
week, including some rather
outlandish claims. That being
said, let's take a look at what we
know so far.
Microsoft
is
supposedly
working on new technology

Contact D onna
Mullenax at
donna.mullenax@
armstrong.edu
if interested in
volunteering or
starting up a team at a
middle or high school.

chips and graphics cards for
their rumored console.
According to David Stellmack
on fudzilla.com, the chip is
code-named Oban, and IBM
and Global Foundries are both
working on the production for
Microsoft.
Sadly, th is chip may only be
available to developer's consoles
for testing.
In terms of power, Stellmack
goes on to say "the power
behind the next Xbox will be a
PowerPC CPU that is married to
an ATI Southern Islands GPU or
modified 7,000 series."
Other reports have suggested
that the rumored, new Xbox
console will be six times as
powerful as the Xbox 360.
Regardless, new technology
can often produce frustrating
headaches for video gamedeveloping companies because
they are forced to familiarize
themselves with it, analyze how

'

'

movies, I'm glad to hear that
Microsoft might have finally
seen the light and are willing to
give the people what they want.
I'm no business genius, but if
Microsoft is looking to appeal to
a wider range of customers, they
need to include
but nOt leaSt,
Blu-ray
with
all its newly
developed

well it meshes with their ideas
for a particular video game and,
then, work towards production
of a final product. Inother words,
the time of game production,
stress and unfamiliarity levels
increase, and can lead to an

overall
less
"l_aSt
successful and
polished video
game.
features
Moving on,
Last
but
reports
have
also suggestedthem
neWnot least, we
that Microsoft ...
,
...
have the most
is finally
XbOX COIlSOle Will nOt ridiculous
considering
// rumor of them
rlinnni, ,. . J
the idea of Biu- support used games. a p — currently
circulating on
ray. Back when
Xbox 360 and Playstation 3 Were the Internet — that the new
released, developers at Microsoft Xbox console will not support
made the terrible mistake of used games. As this is one of the
backing Toshiba's HD-DVD- most recent rumors to surface,
system format, which fell by I'm unsure how to feel about it.
the wayside rather quickly, in Initially though, I don't think
people should take this rumor
preference of Sony's Blu-ray.
As a gamer and fan of Blu-ray too seriously.

we have the most
ridiculous rumor of
alL.that the
t

r/

be like without the used-game
process, I'm inclined to view the
future of Microsoft as a console
developer to be rather bleak.
Reports have suggested that
Microsoft's new game console
would use a consumer's online
identification or gamertag to
keep track of the games inserted
into the console, which in turn
would "save" th at game to one
specific console.
As a result, a game would
only function with the console
and
coinciding
gamertag.
Companies, such as GameStop
and EB Games or newcomers
to used games like Best Buy
and Amazon, would be taking
a serious hit. Microsoft actually
going through with this seems
absurd, but they chose to opt
out of Blu-ray for their Xbox 360
console, so I would not put this
rumor past them.
Microsoft has yet to make

rumors, instead responding
with a rumor of their own —
they might be abandoning their
Microsoft-points system for the
Xbox 360 console.
Personally, I think it's a
good idea because no one likes
spending their hard-earned
dollars on Microsoft points —
aka "virtual money" — and
then turning around and trying
to figure out how much money
they are really spending on
avatars, skins, backgrounds,
rentals, DLC, etc.
Not to mention the "loose
change" that remains after
making such purchases with
Microsoft points is incredibly
annoying and simply not user
friendly.
As the rumors continue to boil
over, all eyes are on Microsoft
to respond to this mess and set
things straight about their future
console plans once and for all.
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Masquers presents SNL romantic comedy
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By Bradley Mollis

Masquers Info
first production of the spri™
Setpester. From director Timmy

Performances start at

Bu""y. Bunny...
.
?
Radnor, A Sort-Of
Romantic Comedy"
Written by Alan ZvvdM
he p ay p,ovides ,

7:30 p.m. in Jenkins
Hall Black Box Theater.
General Admission is $10

. the^ relationship between Gild,
Radner and Zweibel.

Discounts are available to
military, seniors, alumni

Radner is known for her role
as one of the original members
ot the Saturday Night Live cast
as well as for her professional
and
personal
relationship
with Zweibel, who helped her
develop
several
characters
that immortalized her into the
comedic hall of fame.

association members and
students and children.
Armstrong staff, faculty
and students who

'I was chosen to direct
a play for this semester. A
triend of mine had shown
me the play Alan Zweibel
had made," Vo said. "After I
read through it, I knew that I
Photo courtesy of TimmyVo
Wesley Dasher and Bobby Renee Stringer star in the new Masquers production "Bunny, Bunny.
really wanted this play to be
•Gilda Ra dnor, A Sort-Of Romanitic Comedy."
Throughout the play, the
"I've never had to perfectly sets the mood for a looming
performed on our stage."
"We decided to use a
relationship between Radner impersonate someone before," Valentine's Day.
Vo has long been an SNL
projector to set the tone of
and Zweibel is seen as a classic Stringer
said.
"It
really
With a typical black-box the play," Mercer said. "We've
enthusiast and put a lot of
secret-love scenario, where presented a large challenge to
show, one can expect for taken different slides of some
hard work into the play itself, neither persomis aware of how
me, but I did a lot of research, minimal technical aspects. of Radners' old scenes and
ensuring that everything is up
the other feels. The emotions and I feel very confident with
While most directors use projecting them against the
to his standards.
that existed between the two are the character I've put together."
lighting
certain areas to set backdrop so as to give the
"1 really wanted to bring
nearly impossible to recreate,
Stringer went on to say that the mood, Vo and his stage
Gilda Radner to life, as best
audience the feel for the play."
a problem which Bobby Renee the play is easy for people to manager Jackie Mercer came
as possible," Vo said. "I really Stringer, who plays Radner,
This will help audience
relate to. The timing of the play up with a completely different
believe that we've done just that." encountered.
members unfamiliar with
itself is romantic as well, as it approach.
Radner's work and give the

present a valid Armstrong
Pirate Card will be
admitted free of charge.
audience a sense of familiarity
wifh the play.
The hard wojk that the cast
and crew have put into the
play will make viewers have a
wonderful time. With it being
so close to Valentine's Day,
the cast encourages bringing
that special someone to make
it a play worth coming back
to see.

The Descendants' touches, moves audiences

By Todd Perkins

Director Alexander Payne
hasn't made a film since the
critically acclaimed "Sideways"
in 2004. Revolving around
two guys coasting through
California wine-country, it
was funny, witty, poignant and
simply brilliant.
Now — seven years later
— Payne brings his much
anticipated follow-up "The
Descendants"
to
theaters.
Based on the book by Kaui1"
Hart Hemmings, this is another
solid movie from Payne,
illustrating the filmmakers'
skill at revealing the humor in
everyday drama.
Though his films , f eature
quirky,
somewhat-outsidethe-norm characters, they are
reminders of inherently human
parts in all of us.
George Clooney stars as Matt
King, a wealthy landowner
dealing with a super-important
real-estate deal, simultaneously
caring for his two daughters
when his wife is involved in an
accident which leaves her in a
coma.
King' struggles to connect
with
10-year-old
Scottie
(Amara Miller) who is caught
bullying others in school and
is stunned when his older

Silver screen
4 out of 5 investigative husbands

Directed by Alexander Payne
Produced by Ad Hominem Enterprises
Starring George Clooney, Shailene Woodley and Amara Miller
Rated R for language including some sexual references
Showing at Carmike 10, Spotlight Eisenhower Square 6,

From left, pr^ucerJim Taylor, director Alexander Payne and producer Jim Burke
Descendants backstage at the 69th Annual Golden Globe Awards on Jan. 15 in Beverly Hill Calif.

teenager Alexandra (Shailene
Woodley) informs him that she
caught her mother having an
affair.
This revelation sparks an
urgency in King, pushing him
to discover everything his dying
wife kept secret from him. As
he begins tracking down his
wife's secret lover, he must also
find a way to reconnect with his
daughters and prepare himself
for the hard decisions to come.
One of the elements that

makes this film so good is its
terrific writing. It is so unique
find comedic screenplay
to find
without milking a scene for a
laugh.
Every single aspect of this
movie feels natural, never
forcing a joke on the audience.
The writing is intelligent,
clever and touching, mixing
subtle humor with some heavy
dramatic material.
These characters are put
in serious situations, and it's

moving because audiences can
relate to what is happening on
screen.
Clooney shows off an acting
ability he has never displayed
before. He has always proved
himself as an excellent actor,
such as in "Syriana," "Michael
Clayton" and "Up in the Air,"
but here,- he exhibits such
sadness and humanity it's hard
to picture him as the cool leader
of "Ocean's Eleven."
As everything falls apart

Carmike Wynnsong 11, GTC Pooler Stadium Cinemas 12 and
Royal Cinemas.
around him, he desperately
attempts to regain control of
his life.
Woodley does an amazing job
playing his rebellious — though
ultimately loving — daughter,
giving Clooney someone that
he can truly open up to.
After
watching
"The
Descendants," it's clear this
flick is something special. Few
films have the ability to tap into
such distinct and connectible
human emotions.

Clooney
depicts
King
as
completely
vulnerable,
something few actors can truly
perfect without it seeming fake
or artificial.
Payne deserves credit for
making this work on all
levels. Instead of becoming
melodramatic or sappy — like
something off Lifetime network
— this is absorbing and at times
hysterical and heartbreaking,
making it truly wonderful to
watch.

The Grey' returns to film-making basics
By Todd Perkins
Over the last few years,
action films have gravitated
toward using complicated
visual effects and overblown
fight sequences to lur.e in
audiences and rake in money.
These films put cheap thrills
and production value ahead ot
the story and overall content.
But Joe Carnahan's "The
Grey" manages to stand out
in a genre that has long been
vacant of depth. Carnahans
film is intense and riveting,
making minimal use of digital
effects and instead relying on
its lead characters and the
harsh Alaskan landscape to
make an impact.
Liam Neeson stars in this
survival thriller playing John
Ottway, a hunter tasked with
shooting down approaching
wolves for an oil rig in Alaska.
On his way back to the
mainland, his plane crashes
in the middle of the Alaskan
wilderness,
leaving
him

V

Unfortunately,
as
they run out of
supplies, they must
fight the freezing
cold and a pack of
ravenous
wolves
that are attacking
the survivors.
What
makes
this story stand
apart from films
like
"Vertical
Limit"
or
last
year's
"Sanctum"
is
that
viewers
are
presented
with
characters
that
seem
like
MCT real people. Each
Liam Neeson stars in "The Grey," a story
one seems fully
of sufvivors in the Alaskan wilderness.
developed, making
no
communication
to the deaths more tragic rather
civilization.
than a pointless body count.
With only seven survivors
Frank Grillo, Dallas Roberts,
left, Ottway quickly becomes Joe Anderson and 'Dermot
the group's leader. As they Mulroney are all particularly
begin realizing there is almost memorable as four of the
no chance of rescue, they start seven survivors. That said,
moving and attempting to find the film clearly belongs to
some form of help or shelter.
Neeson. He has made a string

of action films in the past few
years like "Taken," "Clash of
the Titans," "The A-Team,"
and "Unknown" which are fun
and enjoyable to watch, but
his roles didn't require much
acting. In "The Grey," Neeson
is at his finest, showing
Ottway's inner struggle to
choose to fight for his life and
refusing to give up despite all
the overwhelming odds.
Aside
from
the
lead
performance, the locations and
scepery are gorgeous looking.
The camera work perfectly
captures the beautiful, yet
horrific, environment of the
film. Carnahan's direction
is flawless, proving he's one
of the most gifted and edgy
directors working today.
What could have been
a simple and predictable
story about trying to stay
alive in extreme conditions
instead becomes a gritty and
realistic human drama that
analyzes the will to survive.
Though some elements seem

formulaic and exaggerated,
there is so much to admire
that it is easy to forgive the
few shortcomings.
"The Grey" is fierce and
bold, leaving viewers with
an incredibly gutsy ending
and plenty to think about.

Some will walk out of this one
feeling like they have been
punched in the stomach, but
most will find it hard not to
be satisfied. This film is rough
and extreme and is one of the
rare movies that manage to
leave a mark.

Silver screen
4 out of 5 ravenous wolves

Directed by Joe Carnahan
Produced by 1984 Private Defense Contractors, Linddell
Entertainment and Scott Free Productions
Starring Liam Neeson, Dermot Mulroney and Frank Grillo
Rated R for violence, disturbing content including bloody
images and for pervasive language
Showing at Frank Theatres, Carmike 10, Regal Savannah
Stadium 10, GTC Pooler Stadium Cinemas 12 and Royal Cinemas
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Pirates picked fifth in 2012 PBC
preseason baseball poll
Sports Communications
The Armstrong baseball team
has been picked to finish fifth in
a preseason poll of Peach Belt
coaches for the 2012 season
released Jan. 27 by league
officials.
The Pirates received one
second-place vote and 77
points overall in the vote
of the league's 12 coaches,
with preseason No. 1-ranked
Francis Marion earning the
nod as the pick to win the
league. The Patriots received

10 of 12 possible first-place
votes and 119 points overall.
Columbus State picked up one
first-place vote and 102 points
total to be picked second, with
Georgia College receiving one
first-place vote and 95 points
overall to be picked third. UNC
Pembroke (91) came in ahead
of the Pirates in fourth, while
North Georgia (76) was picked
sixth, followed by USC Aiken
(61) and Lander (52).
Augusta State (43) is picked
ninth, followed by Flagler (27),
Georgia Southwestern (25) and

Montevallo (24) rounding out
the teams.
Armstrong finished the 2011
season with a 35-17 overall
record, advancing to the PBC
Tournament semifinals. The
Pirates return their four top
hitters, including preseason
All-PBC picks John Roberts
and Drew Walker, along
with two of their top starting
pitchers for 2012.
Armstrong opens up the
2012 season Feb. 3, hosting
Winston-Salem State at 2 p.m.
at Pirate Field.

*

Armstrong places third on 2012
preseason all-PBC women's tennis team
Sports Communications
Peach
Belt
Conference
league officials named thrde
members of the .No. 3-ranked
Armstrong women's tennis
team to the 2012 Preseason
All-PBC squad
Jan. 31.
Senior
Kathleen
Henry
joined sophomores • Ba rbora
Krtickova and Aleksandra
Filipovski to comprise half of
the six-member squad.
Krtickova was named an
ITA Ail-American in both
singles and doubles following
her outstanding 2011 debut
season. As the ITA National
Rookie of the Year and PBC
Freshman of the Year, the
native of Nove Mesto Nad

Metuji,
Czech
Republic,
returns for her sophomore
season after going 22-2 in
dual match singles play. She
was 11-0 against conference
opponents, playing mainly
at No. 2 singles. She finished
2011 ranked No. 11 in the
nation in singles and No. 1 in
doubles and was named PBC
All-Conference in both singles
and doubles.
Filipovski was also named
an ITA Ail-American for
Armstrong in 2011 as a
freshman.
A
returning
sophomore
from
Szeged,
Hungary, she was named PBC
All-Conference in singles after
going 24-2 in dual matches in
the spring of 2011 with a 13-0

mark at No. 3 singles and 9-2
at No. 2. Ranked No. 12 in
the nation at the end of the
year she was a two-time PBC
Player of the Week.
Henry returns for her senior
season at Armstrong. The
native of Anderson, S.C., was
named PBC All-Conference in
doubles in 2011 after finishing
the season ranked No. 18
in the nation. A PBC Player
of the Week and PBC AllAcademic selection, Henry
brings a career 96-12 singles
record into her senior year.
Armstrong opens up the
spring portion of its schedule
Feb. 3, traveling to Clemson
for the Clemson Winter
Classic.
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SPRING INTEREST MEETING
Wednesday, Feb. 22,6-8 p.m.
Dinner meeting with live music
Keynote speaker from career
journalist and award cerrimony
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12.344.3252
R.S.V.P.|9Manager.lnkwell@gmail.com
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The Inkwell is currently accepting resumes for all edit
positions, staff writers and photographers. Apply a

Doors open at 7 p.m.

http://www.armstrong.edu/Students/activfties_and__orgs/leadersh
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Cory Hewitt, who proposed
the idea at the Jan. 23 SGA
meeting, stated that the iPads
would enable the SGA to adopt
a paperless intuitive and save
thousands of dollars in paper,
toner and printing costs.
"It's a tool that can be easily
shared from person to person,"
Hewitt said. The same way I
can pick up [a notebook] and
pass it to you — I can pick up
[an iPad] and pass it to you. It's
an excellent collaborative tool.
It doesn't require everyone to
have one in order to use it."p
Not all senators share
Hewitt's enthusiasm.
"The proposal was meant to
be a part of a group of measures
to be more energy efficient,"
said senator Nathan Rich. "The
bottom line is that $6,000 can
be spent in other places more
efficiently."
Rich said that the money
would better serve the student
body with items such as
recycling bins, receptacles for
cigarette butts, benches and
lunch tables to go outside the
Student Union.
"For $6,000, we can do a lot
better for campus."
A
motion
was
made
to allocate $6,000 for the
purchase of the iPads. After
much discussion, the motion
has been tabled indefinitely.
Another proposal, which
employed the use of Google
Docs, was offered by senator

Nancy Torres. She expressed
that the use of Google Docs
could
achieve
the same
paperless and environmentally
friendly results as the use of
iPads. She further stated .that
since Google Docs are already
incorporated in Armstrong's
student e-mail that such
results could be achieved at a
much lower cost than' the iPad
proposal.
"As student leaders, I think we
need to represent the students
in a way that will benefit the
student body and not the best
interest of ourselves," Torres
said.
"Having
purchased
[iPads] will give us a bad image
in SGA, and I don't think
students would appreciate it.
The money proposed for them
would be better used for doing
something for our students
— I think our students would
better appreciate that than us
getting iPads".
Torres' proposal received
little discussion and
no
motions were made in its
support.
President Phillips stated that
he impartially supported the
green initiative and their goals.
"The goal is to meet with the
green committee and establish
efficient ways to be more
environmentally conscious,"
he said.
Phillips assured that plans
for the initiative will be
released in the coming weeks.
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Show starts at 7:30 p.m.

Armstrong Fine Arts Auditorium

PAGE 1

celebrating her birthday.
They returned around 2 a.m.
and an argument arose between
them. The student told her
boyfriend to leave her room, but
he returned shortly after looking
for his wallet. She stated that she
found her boyfriend's wallet the
next morning near the 6,000
building of Compass Point and
noticed several scratches on the
driver's side door of her vehicle.
The boyfriend admitted to
Farmer over the phone that he
keyed the car out of anger and
drunkeness. The complainant
did not wish to press charges.

Compiled by Brittany Cook

S10-S20
$25
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TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Discounts are available to Armstrong Faculty, Staff and Students
at the Box Office only.

Tickets available through AAAT Box Office
• Noon - 3 p.m., weekdays
• By ph one during box office hours: 912.344.2801
• Online at tickets.armstrong.edu

Classified
Manager
We are looking for a bright,
energetic person who is eager
to utilize his or her unique
skills to make the store efficient
and profitable.
Detailoriented, organized, hard
working and a willingness to
take the initiative. A strong
interest

in

marketing our

product to the community is
a must. If you are interested,
please send your resume and
a brief summary of why you
feel you are right for the job.
Please submit your resume to:
yobesav@hotmail.com.
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